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As I was told, a Dutch professor of linguistics (whose name I do not want to reveal) was recently inspired to coin the term ‘semantic rhyme’ to refer to recurrent motifs and similarities in content and identical grammatical structures in poems. A similar phenomenon – generally identified as ‘parallelism’ – exists in literature, however, and it covers at least part of the notion of semantic rhyme. The Book of Proverbs in the Bible contains well-known examples of parallelism.

Variation in rhymes is also a prominent feature of the muwaššaḥāt. In addition to the formal features of the genre, it may thus be appropriate to analyse features of the content – to look for recurrent themes and recurrent grammatical patterns in addition to rhymes and metres.1

In many respects, the language of the muwaššaḥ is conditioned by the metre, with short clauses and many rhymes. The prosody of the muwaššaḥ is usually considered in terms of quantitative metrics, as is customary with classical Arabic poetry. According to some Spanish scholars, however, it can be stress-syllabic.2 At any rate, it is undeniable that the metres of practically all muwaššaḥāt known today display a regular pattern of long and short syllables. The ağaın [main part of the strophes] and the asmāṭ [refrain parts of the strophes] of a poem often have

1 In a recent article I have discussed definitions, forms, contents and historical appearance of the muwaššaḥ with an extensive bibliography, see A. Schippers, s.v. Muwaššaḥ, in Encyclopaedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics, On Line, Brill, Leiden 2011.
Different metres. As attested in Ġāzī’s anthology, the metres include ḍaṣṭ, bazaṛ, ṣawīl, madīd, rajaz, ramal, munsariḥ, ṣafīf, muṣṭatt, mutaqārib, muṣṭadab, which are generally short metres.

Albert Arazi introduces the theory proposed by Ḥāzim al-Qartājānī that long metres are more transparent than short ones are. Long metres provide the poet with access to a ‘surplus of vital space’, allowing the free use of sentences and phrases that are close to normal speech and ordinary expressions in the language. The poet has enough space to avoid doing violence to the words (as noted by Jacobson) and is not restrained by any special hindrances. In contrast, a poet who chooses short metres allots himself only limited space. Seeking to express as many themes and motifs as his colleagues who work with long metres do, he tends to create an overload of themes. This accumulation of themes constitutes the character of the short metres. Constrained to avoid common, superficial and predictable expressions, the poet concentrates on an elliptic, accumulative and precious mode of expression that is close to mannerism.

In this contribution, I limit my discussion to the effect of short metre in some early muwaššahāt, notably two poems by ʿUbādah ibn Māʾ al-Samāʾ (d. 1028 or 1031), as they appear in the anthology edited by Muṣṭafā Ġāzī. In examining some early muwaššahāt from this anthology, I want to show that the poet’s message is ultimately very simple. Instead of condensing a topic or theme into a short piece of line with in a short metre, he expands the very simple theme broached in the beginning into an accumulation of lines by continually adding identical sound patterns and identical-sounding topics.

---

5 Albert Arazi, “Métrique et langage poétique, le cas de Ḥālid al-kātib et des poètes de muwaššah”, in: Sasson Somekh (ed.), Israel Oriental Studies 11, Leiden: Brill, 1991, pp. 107–136; especially pp. 113 ff. Arazi analyses several muwaššahāt by al-Aʿmā al-Tuṭīlī and poems by Ḥālid al-kātib. His conclusion is that Ḥāzim al-Qartājānī is only true for long metres. We will not investigate here Hāzim’s theory, but concentrate upon ‘semantic rhyme’ and parallelism in some early Andalusian muwaššahāt.
6 Roman Jakobson, O češkom stixe preimuschestvenno vsopostavlenii s russkim, Sborniki po Teorii Poëticeskogo Jazyka 5, Berlin, Moskwa : Sborniki 1923, p. 16.
The style of ʿUbādah ibn Māʾ al-Samāʾ was characterized as follows by Ibn Bassām:

“Then there appeared our ʿUbādah [b. Māʾ al-Samāʾ] who invented the [technique] of ṭadfir, that is to say, he reinforced the caesurae in the aḡān by adding internal rhyming to them, just as al-Ramāḍī had reinforced the caesurae in the markaz.”

Ḡāzī qualifies the structure of Ibn Māʾ al-Samāʾ’s first muwaššaḥ as mušṭṭar marʾūs sāḏij. It has two hemistichs, the first being shortened to one foot only, further it has a muḥammās structure (i.e five strophes and five verses). The sariʾ metre can be described as fāʿilun/mustafʿilun-fāʿilun//

This metre goes as follows: LSL//XXSL/XXSL/LSL//

The following topics are addressed in this muwaššaḥ:

0. A general statement about the injustice/cruelty of the beloved, with a reference to the eyes of the gazelle/beloved
1. Dialogue with the beloved exhorting him to be just and show his willingness, as the poet-lover suffers from burning love
2. The fire of seductions and the shooting of the beloved
3. Invocation of his beloved because of his reproachers, who themselves are free of love
4. The eyes of the beloved, which kill, but which are slow, generous gifts at the same time
5. Dialogue with the beloved, the poet-lover asks him to spare him with his eyes in the refrain part of this strophe.

The subject of the poem is restricted almost exclusively to the eyes of the beloved. Although the metre is extremely short, the poet nevertheless uses enjambment to create a full sentence in strophe 0. This sentence stresses the exceptional position of the eyes, which are mentioned throughout the entire poem. The poet uses all of the space in the five strophes to expand upon the same topic. It is not the case that the poet is restricted by the limited space of the short metre. Is it the poet himself who is extending the subject.

0. Man walī/ fī ummatin amran wa lam yaʿdili/
[Whosoever is in charge of power within a people, but is not just//
Yuʿadili/ illā liḥāza l-ratāʾ i-l-akḥāli/
Will be reproached, except for the glances of the black-eyed gazelle//

---

The introductory strophe contains a general statement that is intended to emphasise the injustice of the beloved. The eyes of the beloved are an exceptional factor, casting doubt upon the general value expressed in the sentence.

1. Jurta fi/ ḥukmi-ka fi qatliya yā muṣrifu//
   [You were unjust in your sentencing me to death, mischief!]

Fa-nsifī/ fa-wajibun an yunsifā-l-munṣifū//
   [Be just, as a judge is bound to do justice]

Wa-rʿafī/ fa-inna bādā-l-sawqa lā yarʿafū//
   [And be merciful, for this longing is without pity.]

‘Allīli/ qalbi bi-dāka-l-bāridī-l-salalī//
   [Give my heart a second drink from this icy cold fountain.]

Yanjali/ mā bi-fuʾūli min jawan muʿʿūli//
   [So that the burning pain disappears from my heart.]

The first strophe contains the key words ‘just’ and ‘unjust’, and it mentions the death sentence that was pronounced over the lover. In this context, the imperatives to ‘be just’ and to ‘be merciful’ are roughly parallel expressions, with the roots nsf and rʿf repeated several times. The third imperative, to grant a second drink, fits into this context, and the conclusive part refers to the antithesis between granting cold water and the burning pain of love in the poet’s heart. This strophe thus contains three parallel imperatives.

2. Innamāl/ ṣabarzu kay tūqida nāra-l-fitan//
   [You came only along to enflame the fire of seductions]

Ṣanamāl/ muṣawwaran min kullī ʾayīn ṣawān//
   [As an idol coloured with all manner of good things]

In ramāl/ lam ʿaṭṭī min dānī –l-qulābī-ḥ-ṣulān//
   [When he shoots, he does not miss the shields of the hearts]

Kaṣfa li/ taballuṣūn min sabmi-ka –l-mursalī//
   [How should I escape from your arrow, once it has been shot?]

Fa-ṣili/ wa-stabqi-nī bayyān wa-lā taṣṭūlī//
   [So come, let me live, and do not kill me.]

The second strophe begins with the fire of seductions; the beloved is compared to an idol who shoots against the shields of hearts. There is a parallelism between the verse in the third person (‘he does not miss the shields of hearts’) and the verse in the first person (‘how should I escape from your arrow, once it has been shot?’). Another parallelism is contained in the phrase ‘let me live, and do not kill me’.

3. Yā sanāl/ al-jamsi yā abbā min a-l-kawkabī//
   [Oh splendour of the sun, brighter than the star]

180
Ya munā al-nafi yā su’ti wa-yā maṭlahī
[Oh desire of my soul, oh my demand, my pursuit!]

Hā anā bālla bī-‘a’dā’-ka mā bālla bī //
[Oh me! May your enemies be overcome, what has overcome me!]

′Ugdāli / min alami-l-bijrāni fi ma’zili//
[My reproachers are detached from the pains of separation!]

Wa-l-bali / fl-l-bubbi là yai’alu ‘amman balī//
[He who is free of love does not ask about the one who has suffered.]}

Parallelisms dominate the third strophe as well, including ‘Oh splendour of the sun!’ and ‘brighter than the star’ and ‘Oh desire of my soul’, ‘my demand’ and ‘my pursuit’. The three last lines contain the following parallelisms: the sufferings that have overcome the lover and, in the next line, ‘the pains of separation’. The enemies are parallel to the reproachers. The poet draws a further parallel between the people who are ‘detached from the pains of separation’ and those who are ‘free of love’.

4. Anta qad / sayyarta bi-l-ḥusni min al-ruḍi ḡay//
[You have made, by beauty, right into blame.]

Lam ajid/ fi tarafay ḫubbi-ka ḩanban ‘alay//
[I did not feel in the extremes of your love any fault against me]

Fa-tta’d/ wa-in tata’ qatliya lay’an far-ḥay//
[Take it easy! even though you want to kill me bit by bit!]

Ajmili/ wa-walit-ni min-ka ẓada-l- muḍili//
[Be generous and give me, from you, the hand of the abundant giver!]

Fa-bya li’ min ẓana dī –l-zamani –l-muqbili//
[So that, for me, these gifts can belong to the good things of the time to come!]

The fourth strophe also contains elements that are parallel and repeated more than once: keywords are connected with right and blame, which are mentioned in the two first lines. The blame against the poet is that the beloved wants to kill him; the killing must then be ‘bit for bit’ or ‘Be still’. The poet wants the beloved to ‘be generous’ and to ‘give with the hand of the abundant giver’. The final line also expresses a desire for the gift in the time to come.

5. Mā-ḥtiyā tarfiyya ilā bi-sanā nāẓiray-k//
[My eye will be nourished only by the splendour of your eyes]

Wa-kadā / fl-l-bubbi mā bi laya yafī ḡalay-ku//
[And so, in the love from that which is in me, nothing is hidden from you]

Fa li-dā/ unṣu’du wa-l-qulbu rabinun laday-ku//
[I therefore recite, while my heart is held in pledge:]

Yā ’Alī / sallattu jaʃuay-ka ‘alā maqālī//
[Oh ‘Ali, I have empowered your eyes to kill me!]
The fifth strophe also contains keywords that were present in previous strophes: the eyes, the love and the heart of the lover, which is held in pledge by the beloved. The last part is directed to the poet’s beloved ‘Ali, once again, with a plea not to kill him – as the eyes of ‘Ali have the power to do so – but to be generous and spare him. The entire poem is filled with parallelism and repetition.

B. Another example is to be found in his second muwašš:11

Ğâzî qualifies the official analysis of the metre as a muhāmmas muzdawīj mujarrad a’raj-l-qufl muraṣa’ of the rajaz metre, having a structure of five strophes and five verses [of unequal length], double rowed, pure [without additions], limping of qufl [refrain part], inlaid with inner rhyme [tarsî].

The rajaz metre in the bayt [main part of the strophe] can be described as mustafʿilun fuʿālun/mustafʿilun fuʿālun//

This metre can usually be expressed as follows:

Thus according to LLSL/ or SSSL/ with three feet [with some variants]; in this poem, two feet. The basis for the qufl [refrain part] is

Mustafʿilun fuʿālun/mustafʿilun mustafʿilun mus/tafʿilun fāʿilun//.

The abnormality is evident in the cripple refrain.

The introductory part, which indicates the refrain rhyme, begins as follows:

0. Ḥubb al-mahāb ‘ibādab//
[The love for the cows (= women with beautiful eyes) is a religious duty.]
Min kulli básami –l-siwwārī / qamarun yaṭlaʼ//
[From all of the splendid stars, a rising moon ascends]
Min ḥusnī āfāqi –l-kamālī / ḥusnī-baʿl-ābdā//
[From the beauty of the horizons of perfection/ its most wondrous beauty]

The refrain rhyme is presented in the opening part. Other strophes contain a clear dichotomy between the initial part of the strophe and the refrain, in motif as well as metre and rhyme. Several of the subsequent strophes clearly consist of two parts: a descriptive opening part and a final part consisting of speech. The motif of this introduction is a proverb or sentence: ‘the love for the cows is a religious

duty’. The remainder of these lines are a prelude to the mention of the beautiful beloved woman.

1. Li-l-Lāḥī ḏātu ḥusni/ maliḥatu-ḥ-muḥayyā‘
   [What a beautiful lady, with a lovely face]
La-bā qawāmu ḡusni/ wa-iḥfi-ha-l-ṭurayyā‘
   [She has the figure of a branch, her earrings being the Pleiades]
Wa-l-ṣağru ḍabbu muznī/ ruḍābu-ḥu-l-ḥumayyā‘
   [Her bright mouth is the bubble of a cloud, its saliva being the wine.]
Min raṣī-hi ᵐa‘ādah
   [From sobbing it, comes happiness]
Ka-anna-ḥu ᵐa‘alif / ḍauḥbaru Ῥuṣī‘
   [As if it were pure wine, a jewel that was inlaid]
Yaṣṣa-kā min Ῥu.l-aṭli-ʾl-zulāli/ tāyyiba-ḥ-ma‘ra‘
   [It pours you sweet pureness, healthy of source]

In the first strophe, we make acquaintance with elements that will be repeated in the following strophes. The beautiful lady has an erect posture, a quality that is repeated in the second strophe, and her neck is apparently long, as the earrings are in a lofty position, as the Pleiades in the sky. This qualification is also repeated in the second strophe, which refers to the ‘roaming of necklace’, which carries the same implication. The bright mouth, lips and saliva will reappear in the other strophes (e.g. the second and third), although the motif of ‘saliva as wine’ from the first strophe is extended over multiple verses until the end.

2. Raṣṣatu-ḥ-mu‘ātif / ḍa-l-ḡusni ᵛl-⁻qawāmil
   [She is elegant in the curves of her body as a branch in an upright state]
Šubdiyyatu-ḥ-marrāṣif / ḍa-l-ḍurri Ῥiṣami‘
   [Lips tasting of honey, [her teeth] like pearls on a string]
Diḥiyatuḥ- l- raveṭif / ḍa-l-ḥaṣṣa Ῥa-nēḏāmi‘
   [Buttocks like sandhills, but with a waist full of slenderness]
Jaṭuwāṭatu-ḥ-qiḏābā‘
   [Roaming of necklace [because of her long neck, AS]
Maḥplaitun ᾪdhu-l-tzāri/ ḍunu-ha abda‘
   [Loosened the knot of her loincloth, whose beauty even more splendid]
Min ḡusni Ῥayyākah- l-ḥazāli/ Ῥkhali-ḥ-madma‘
   [Than the beauty of that gazelle near you who is black painted of eyelids.]

The second strophe contains the description of the beloved woman’s body, rather than her face, which receives emphasis again in the third strophe. In the second strophe, only the mouth (teeth and lips) are mentioned as elements belonging to
her face. The first and third verses contain contrasts between round and straight: curves versus an upright position and the thickness of the buttocks versus the slenderness of waist. The verse referring to the ‘roaming of necklace’ is reminiscent of the verse segment of ʿUmar ibn Abi Rabʿah: ‘The chasm below her earrings is deep’. Bāqillānī’s Ijāz al-Qurān contains the following commentary on this verse segment; ‘[Here] he wants to describe merely the length of her neck, but actually mentions only a feature from this quality of hers’. The expression ‘roaming of necklace’ may also refer to the length of her neck.

This strophe contains no dichotomy between description and speech, as in the two strophes that follow, but merely a continuation of the description. The final part, however, contains a comparative, as in the final parts of the third strophe; it also contains the contrast between the beloved woman and a male gazelle, as in strophe five.

3. Layliyyatu-l-ḥawābi/wa-wajbu-bā nabāru/
[She is nightly dark in her tresses, but her face is daylight]
Masqīlatu-l-ṭarābi/wa-raḥfī-bā ‘aqāru/
[Her chest is polished, and sipping her is drinking wine]
Aḍāgū-bā ‘aqārib/wa-l-ḥaddu jullanāru/
[The hairs covering her temples are scorpions, and the cheeks are pomegranate blossoms]
Nadaytu “wa-fūʿāda!”/
[I shouted: “Oh heart of mine!”]
Min ḡādatin dāta-qidārī/labṣu-bā aqāa’/
[Because of a tender bough [i.e. soft woman] full of power, whose glance is more cutting]
Min ḥaddi masqīlī-l-nisāli/ fī-l-fatā-l-āja’/
[Than the edge of a polished sword/ upon a brave fighter.]

The third strophe describes the outward appearance of the beloved lady’s face, with its killing glances. In the first lines, colour-based antithesis plays a role: black hair contrasted against the white face, a polished or white appearance contrasted against dark-red lips, with her saliva behind them, tasty as red wine. The black scorpions are contrasted with the red cheeks, which are compared to pomegranate blossoms. The traditional underlying motif for the combinations of scorpions and cheeks is that the black temple hair constitutes the scorpions that defend the red cheeks of the beloved from being kissed. The cheeks of a beloved are always red, due to her proverbial bashfulness.

The final part of the strophe is direct speech. As in the fourth strophe, there is a clear caesura between the descriptive part in the beginning and the more

12 ʿUmar ibn Abi Rabʿah, Diwān, ed. P. Schwarz: Leipzig, 1901, p. 77
involved second and final parts, which addresses the audience with direct speech or exclamations. As in the second strophe, there is a comparative. The poet refers to the woman as a ‘tender bough’ – an expression that will be repeated in the fourth strophe, just as ‘iqtidāri’ (power) will be repeated in the fifth strophe.

[Quinces of breasts on marble of chests]
Yuzbā ‘alā–l–uqūd/ min labbāt–l-nubahūd/
[Are proud above the necklaces of the upper parts of the breasts]
Bi–mualatin wa–jidī/ min ġadātin safarī/
[With an eye and a neck, from a tender bough [i.e. soft woman] without veil

Ḥubbī la–bā ‘ibādah/
[My love for her is a religious duty]
A‘ūdī min ġāba–l–fahārī/ bi–rasban yarta/[
[I take my refuge to a gazelle against that excellence, a gazelle pasturing]
Fī rauḍī azhārī–l–jamālī/ kullum āyna/[
[In the garden of the flowers of beauty, every time it ripens.]

The description of the woman in the fourth strophe contains many parallel elements: the alternation between breasts, chest and neck and necklaces is stressed repeatedly. For the second time, the word ġādab [tender bough] is used to describe the lady. The final part of the strophe introduced by the sentence ‘My love for her is a religious duty’ reminds us the identical expression in the introductive strophe 0, and is interesting, as it contrasts the woman with a male gazelle for the second time.

5. ‘Afṣīfatu–l–ṭayḥīl/ naqṭiyatu–l–ṭiyābī/[
[Decent of skirts/ clean of clothes]
Sallābatu–l–uqūlī/ araqqu min ʿarābī/[
[Taking away the intellects/ more subtle than the effect of wine]
Aḍḥā la–bā nuḥūlūt/ fī–l–ḥubbī min ʿadābī/[
[my leanness in love became, with her, a punishment]
Fī l–nawmī li ʿarādābī/[
[In the sleep is for me a distraction]
Wa–bukmu–bā bukmu qtidārī/ kullum–mā umna/[
[And her sentence is a sentence of power, every time when I am denied]
Min–bā, fa–in ṯayfā–l–ḥayālī/ zārā–nī abja/[
From her, but when the phantom of imagination visits me, I slumber.

The fifth strophe also contains clear parallelism in the description of the woman: ‘decent in skirts’ and ‘clean in clothes’ are intended as near synonyms. Her charms
bear influence on the mind of the beloved, recalling the wine description in Abū Tammām’s poem no. 2. The first part is descriptive, while the second and last parts are more sententious. In particular, the line with ʿIbādah serves the same function as did the sentence in the earlier strophe with ʿIbādah [love as a religious duty]. In the last part of the strophe strikes the repetition of words that are used earlier - Hukm (sentence) and Iqtidār (power) - , and the effect of sleep in order to see the phantom of his lady is stressed as a distraction from his pangs of love.

In the five strophes together, we see several repeated elements that are parallel to each other. Examples include the dichotomy of description and speech, the repetition of comparative constructs, the repetition of the contrast between the woman and a male gazelle, and the repetition of such words as Iqtidār and ġādāb.

Conclusions

In both muwāṣṣāḥāt that we discussed in this article, we see the overwhelming presence of parallelism and repetition. The use of short metre does not mean that the poet has allotted himself only limited space within which to express as many themes and motifs as do his colleagues who use the long metre, thus creating an overload of themes while avoiding common, superficial and predictable expressions. On the contrary, the poet confines himself to one or two motifs, expanding and repeating them as much as possible.

SUMMARY

In this contribution the effect of short metre is discussed in some early muwāṣṣāḥāt, notably two poems by ʿUbādah ibn Māʾ al-Samāʿ (d. 1028 or 1031). In examining these strophic poems, it appeared clearly that the poet’s message is ultimately very simple. Instead of condensing a topic or theme into a short piece of line within a short metre, he expands the very simple theme into an accumulation of lines by continually adding identical sound patterns and identical-sounding topics. In both muwāṣṣāḥāt we see the overwhelming presence of parallelism and repetition.